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ABSTRACT 

The hyperfine -structure se,paration in the 
2s l/ 2 electronic 

ground state of Ag
105 

(40 day; I= 1/2) has been measured by atomic-beam 

methods. The result is D.v = 1529.057(20) Me, assuming either a positive 

or a negative nuclear moment. Combining this measurement with the known 

constants o£Ag
107 

gives nuclear magnetic moment of magnitude 

I f!r I = 0.1009( 10) nuclear magnetons. 
uncorrected 
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* HYPER.FINE-STRUCTURE MEASUREMENTS ON SILVER-105 

W. Bruce Ewbank~ and Howard A .. Shugart 

Physics: Department and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

August 7, 1962 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Atomic- beam measurements on the "field independent" .6F = 1 

hyperfine transition have given a new precision to the measured value of 

. 105 
the hyperfine -structure (hfs) separation of 40 -day Ag . Preliminary 

work was done at several fields up to about 380 gauss, using the M' = 0 

"standard transition ." When the hfs separation was known well enough; a 

search for direct {& = 1) transitions was made successfully. Both .6F = 1 

lines were measured at low fields. 

II. THEORY OF THE EXPERIMENT 

The theory of atomic-beam magnetic-resonance experiments has 

been developed in some detail since the method was introduced by Rabi. 
1 

Measurements of transition frequencies between pairs of hyperfine sublevels 

as split by a known magnetic field lead directly to a calculated value of the 

zero -field hfs separation. The hfs splitting, in turn, is a measure of the 

strength of the interaction .between the electromagnetic moments of the 

nucleus and the electrons. If the electronic moments are known, the nuclear 

moments can be calculated. The results can then be compared with the pre-

dictions of various nuclear models. 

For the alkali and alkali -·lil<.e elements of Column I in the periodic 

table, the electronic ground state is 
2s l/2 . The only electron-nuclear 
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interaction is then the contact .. interaction between the magnetic mo-

ments of the single -valence electron and the nucleus. The behavior of such 

a coupled spin system when a magnetic field is applied has been described 

by Breit and Rabi. 
2 

At low fields the two spins are tightly coupled and their 

resultants F = I ± 1/2 behave like single dipoles, whose magnetic sublevels 

are split linearly by the field. At higher. fields, the two spins are gradually 

decoupled until their magnetic splittings are. virtually independent. The 

Breit-Rabi equation is art analytic description of this field behavior when 

J = l/2. If the nudear moment 1-lr = g1!J.
0
I and the electronic moment 

!J.J = gJjJ.OJ (where fJ.o is the magnitude of the Bohr magneton), then the energy 

of a magnetic sublevel is given by 

W(H) -.6.v !J.o 1 J 2 2 (1) -h- = 4(I+J) - gl h Hm ± 2 ( .6.v) + 2 (.6.v) p f+ f 

with 

f (-gJ + gi) 
~J.o 

and 
m m 

= hH p = y- -I+ J ' max 

where h.6.v = WI+ l/2 (0) - w
1

_
112 

(0) is the zero-field hfs splitting between 

the two levels for F = I ± l/2 and f is a field parameter. The sign of the 

root i~ chosen positive or negative, respectively, depending on whether the 

level belongs to the group having larger or smaller F. Figure 1 illustrates 

this field dependence of the hyperfine sublevels for an isotope with I = 1/2 

and a negative nuclear moment. ·(The assumption of a negative nuclear mo

ment is proper for the stable silver isotopes· Ag 107 and Ag 109, and is pro

bably correct for Ag 105 as well.) 

Three transitions between pairs of levels may be observed in the 

present atomic-beam apparatus. These are designated v s' v 
1

, and v
0 

in 

Fig. l. Neglecting the gi terms, the "standard transition" frequency 
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v is given at low fields by 
s 

1 
p 2) f {I 1 

+ p 2) 
f ... } v = z-(p 1 + 2 (p l I ~v·j+ s (2) 

The first term reduces to f;{2(I+J)] for the Lnl = l transition, so that at low 

fields the resonance frequency depends on nuclear and electron spin but not 

on L::.v. After the spin has been determined, the resonance is observed at 

successively higher magnetic fields, where higher-order terms in the expan-

sion of Eq. (2) become important. These terms involve the hfs splitting ~v 

in a simple way. The hfs ~v may be calculated from the observed frequency 

of the standard transition at a known magnetic field by the equation 

~v = 

J.Lo J.Lo 
(vs + gl h H)[~s+ glh H)- f)] 

}( p l - p 2) f - ( v s + gl fJ.~ H) 

(3) 

The value of g
1 

is not known a priori, but may be estimated from the Fermi-

3 · Segre formula. 

I ~ .v I (2I' + 1) 
!J.J 21 + l 

( 4) 

where the primed and unprimed quantities refer to different isotopes of the 

same element. Since. the terms in g
1 

are ~mall, Eq. (3) lends itself well 

to iterative calculations using successively calculated values of g
1 

from 

Eq. (4) until consistent results are obtained for the two equations. However, 

the sign of g
1 

is not determined by Eq. (4). Thus, two calculations for ~v 

--corresponding to the assumption of a positive or negative nuclear mome·nt--

must normally be - made. 
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After D..v is known with sufficient accuracy, a search can be made 

for the & = l direct transitions v 
0 

and v 
1 

in Fig. l. These two frequen

cies are given for low fields by 

I D..v I+ 1 f2 + ... vo = 
zJD..v I ' 

(5) 

2 

v1 = I D..v I+ _!_ f + 1/4 _f _ + 2 
ID..v I 

where the proper values of p 
1 

and p 
2 

for Ag
105 

have been used. For low 

fields, the transition v
0 

has only a second-order field dependence. Meas

urements of v
0 

near zero field can be expected to give the most precise 

value of D..v. Furthermore, since the line width in the present apparatus is 

caused primarily by inhomogeneities in the C field, the transition v 
0 

will 

give a narrower line than v 
1

. Thus an initial. search can best be made for 

the resonance v 
1

, while final results will be most precise for the resonance 

III. ISOTOPE PREPARATION 

The Ag
105 

used in this work was produced in the Crocker 60-in, 

cyclotron on the Berkeley campus. This cyclotron provided 12-MeV protons 

or 24-MeV deuterons in a beam of about 10 15 particles per second. The tar-

get was of natural palladium metal of sufficient thickness to stop the cyclotron 

beam. For proton irradiation this was 0. 012 in. , while for deuterons a 

thickness approximately twice as great was required. 

Since there are six stable isotopes of palladium, a bombardment 

was expected to produce many. different silver isotopes. However, the half-

lives are sufficiently different that there is little possibility for confusion in 
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isotope identification. Targets were normally allowed to decay for several 

days or weeks before an experiment was performed. Most short-lived com-

. ponents were thus eliminated from the sample.· In making the spin assign-

4 5 
ment, ' several checks of the decay curve were made; and these connected 

the I = -} resonances with a 40 -day activity, that has long been established 

A 
105 6, 7 

as g • 

Chemical separation· of silver from the palladium target is straight-

forward, involving no more than the dissolving of the target in aqua regia. 

The palladium goes into solution very easily, while the silver is precipitated 

as AgGl. Addition of a measured amount of silver carrier (as AgNO) serves 

to bring down almost all the silver. 

For an atomic- beam experiment, the washed AgCl precipitate had 

to be reduced to metallic silver. This has been done in two ways. The first 

method involved solution of AgCl in dilute NH
4
0H from which the silver was 

recovered by electroplating. The second procedure was a precipitation of 

Agi in ammonia solution. This silver iodide precipitate was decomposed directly 

to silver metal and iodine gas by heating. In some cases this final decomposition 

was done in the atomic-beam apparatus. However, the silver iodide was 

quite bulky, so that more silver could be loaded into an atomic-beam oven if 

the precipitate had been heated strongly outside the apparatus . 

. IV. · EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The atomic-beam magnetic -resonance apparatus used for these 

measurements has been described elsewhere. 8 • 9 Calibration of the uniform 

transition field was made by using a beam of rubidium atoms, that could be 

detected by a surface -ionization detector. 10• ll, 12 The calibration oven was 

mounted behind the one containing the radioactive silver. When a calibration 
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was desired, the main oven was moved aside to allow the calibration beam 

to enter the magnet region of the apparatus. 

The radioactive silver was contained in a tantalum oven that was 

heated by electron bombardment. The oven was aligned before each run 

with a small amount of an alkali compound that could be detected on the sur

face ionization detector. Radioactive detection was accomplished by col

lecting samples on sulfur -surfaced buttons, that were then counted in thin

crystal scintillation counters. The counters included a single-channel 

pulse-height analyz,er so that only the palladium x rays from decaying silver 

atoms were accepted. A normalization procedure has been described pre

viously 9 in connection with work on gold and silver isotopes. 

Transitions among the hyperfine sublevels were caused in the 

uniform C -field region of the apparatus by an oscillating magnetic field. 

This oscillating field was produced by passing an rf current through a simple 

ifstrap hairp]n.'' Frequencies were measured with a Hew.lett-Packard-~524B 

frequency counter and associated plug-in units. For frequencies above 

220 Me, the HP-540A transfer oscillator was also used. Periodically the 

internal 100-kc standard of the frequency counter was compared with a 100-kc 

signal from a National Company Atomichron. Errors in frequency meas

urement should not be a factor in setting the precision of these measurements. 

Several different sources of rf power have been used, depending on 

the desired frequency range. A Tektronix- 190 signal generator was used for 

frequencies less than 20 Me, while a HP-608A oscillator and two wide- band 

amplifiers were used with higher frequencies to about 220 Me. First results 

with frequencies above 300 Me (including observations of the direct transition 

v0 ) were obtained b>: using an Airborne Instruments Power Oscillator, Model 

l24C. This oscillator is difficult to set accurately and is not sufficiently 
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stable for precise measurements. Therefore, final results were obtairted 

by using the Gertsch FM-4A signal generator with traveling-wave-tube am-

plifiers, as required. The FM-4A was locked to a hp.rmonic of the Gertsch 

AM-I for the most careful sweeps over the field-independent resonance. 

Under these last conditions, rf frequencies were held constant easily--within 

less than l kc. 

V. RESULTS 

The results of these measurements are given in Table I. The 

table is in three parts. Part (a) lists calibration and resonance data for the 

several observations of the standard .6F = 0 transition (v in Fig. I). Part 
s 

(b) of the table lists similar information for observations of the direct &-± 1 

transitions ( v 
0 

and v 
1 

in Fig. I). Values of the various nuclear constants 

used to calculate the hfs D.v for Ag
105 

from resonance data are summarized 

in Part (c) of Table I, along with the calculated D.v for each resonance. The 

number in parentheses after each measured value or calculated result re-

presents the uncertainty in the least significant digit, e.g., Resonance 2161, 

87 the observed frequency of the Rb resonance is given as 9.85±.02 Me. 

Figure 2 compares the resonance frequencies and resonance heights 

of the two observable direct transitions. The advantages of measuring a 

. field-independent line are clear, especially when the apparatus has a rela-

tively low-quality C magnet. The difference in width between the two lines 

v
0 

and v 
1 

in Fig. 2 corresponds to an average field inhomogeneity along 

the hairpin of approx 3o/o at approx 5G. 

The apparent split of the resonance v 
1 

shown in Fig. 2 is not 

considered significant, since the low button was taken at a time of rapidly 

changing beam intensity. The normalization therefore may be questionable. 
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All calculations implied by Table I have been performed on digital 

computers, most recently the IBM 7090. Original results of the program 

HYPERFINE 3
24 

have been verified by a second program, OMNI. The inter-

pretation of results must be made in the usual least-squares sense of statis-

tical reliability. 

The uncertainty in the final value of hfs L::t.w is determined almost 

entirely by the measured width of the field-independent & = 1 . direct tran

sition.. The full width at half-maximum of this line is· about 90 kc (Fig. 3 ). 

The peak can be located with an accuracy of about 20 kc. The consistency 

of the resonance data, as demonstrated by the value of x2
{Table I), is suf-

ficient to justify the usual approx 30o/o confidence level in the computer's 

choice of CJ = 8 kc. To allow for the possibility of systematic errors in the 

apparatus, as well as to compensate for the relatively poor shape of the 

resonance line in Fig 3, we choose to give our result an uncertainty of 20 kc, 

L::t.v (Ag
105

) = ± 1529.057 (20) Me. 

Of course, the sign of the nuclear moment (and hence of the hfs L::t.v) cannot be 

determined from these data. 

105 . 
The magnitude of the nuclear moment of Ag can be estimated 

from the Fermi-Segr~ relation {Eq. 4) by using previous determinations of 

hfs L::t.v and nuclear magnetic moment for any other isotope of silver. By use 

1o7 uncorrected 
of the constants listed in Table I(c) for Ag , the~nuclear magnetic dipole 

moment of Ag
105 

is calculated to be 

jJ.I(Ag
105

) = ± 0.1009(10) nuclear magnetons. 
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The uncertainty in the value of J.l.r is determined not by this measurement 

but bythe uncertainty in the Fe'rmi:.Segre relation itself. The hfs anomaly, 

a measure of the inaccuracy of the Fermi-Segre formula, has been deter-

. d16,22,23 b 04 rrtb 107 dA 109 A .. 1 d . m1ne to e • 1 70 etween Ag an g • s1m1 ar eviatlon 

105 107 may be expected between Ag and Ag • Therefore an accuracy of less 

than approx 1o/ofor the moment of Ag 105 is probably not realistic. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

The ·magnitude of the nuclear moment of Ag
105 

·is sufficiently 
\ 

small to confirm the previous assignment of the odd proton to a~1/2 shell-

25 . . . 16 26 27 107 109 
model level. Th1s agrees w1th prevwus results ' ' for Ag , Ag , 

111 and Ag . For the two stable isotopes the sign of the nuclear dipole moment 

has been measured to be negative. Although this experiment has been unable 

to make a direct determination of the sign, it is probable that a negative sign 

should be as signed also to Ag 
10 5 as has been as signed already to Ag 

111
• 
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Table I. R . A 105 esonances 1n g . 

(a) .6.F = 0 transition : v = )1, I).._ (1, 0) 
s 

Resonance Transition Calibration Magnetic Agl05 Agl05 

number Isotope Frequency field frequency b.:v ± 

2161 v Rb87 9.85(2)Mc 14.01(2)G 19.90(10)Mc 1500(IOOO)Mc 
s 

2431 v Rb87 20.84(1) 29. 52(1) 42.57(10) 1410(130) 
s 

2432 v Rb87 94.65(2) 129.94(3) 203.51(10) 1526(8) 
s 

2433 v Rb87 94.67(2) 129.97(3) 203.61(10) 1522(8) 
s 

2434 v Rb87 94.60(1) 129.88(1) 203.48(10) 1519(7) 
s 

Rb87 
I 

2435 v 3 0 2. 46 ( 5) 383.39(6) 707. 82(20) 1521(3) ...... 
s N 

g 

{ Rb85 27.96(3) l 
4981 v 

Rb87 
57.26(6) 84.65(10) 1450(50) 

s 
40.76 (5) 

{ Rb85 341.14(5)} 
6991 v 

Rb87 
485.34(5) 938.80(20) 1529(2) s 

395.47(5) 

c: 
() 

::0 
t-' 
I 

...... 
0 
~ 
0 
0' 



Resonance Transition 
number 

2436 vo 
2437 vo 
2438 vo 

6031 VI 

6032 vo 

6033 vo 

Table I. (continued) 

{b) N = 1 transitions : vo = (0, 0) ~ (1, 0) 

v 1 = (0, 0} «-+ (I,~ I) 

Calibration Magnetic Ag105 

Isotope Frequency field frequency 
---~ 

Rb87 2.45(2)Mc 3.50(3)G 1529. 1 0{5)Mc 

Rb87 4.10(2) 5.85(3) 1529.13(2) 

Rb87 3.98(2) 5.68(3) 1529.13(2) 

{ Rb85 2,2!0(!0)1 4. 707(21) 1535. 70(10) 
Rb87. 3.290(15) 

{ Rb85 2.197(10)} 4.676(18) 1529.11(2) 
Rb87 3.267(10) 

{ Rb85 2.190(10)} 4.671(18) 1529.12{1) 
Rb87 3.270(10) 

Overall 1east~squares average: l::!. v ± = 1529.057(8) Me 

x2 of the fit: 15.7 with 13 degrees of freedom. 

Ag105 

tw± 

1529. 07{5)Mc 

1529.04(2} 

1529.05(2) 

I 

1529.00(10} 
....... 
lN 
I 

1529.056(14) 

1529.066(12) 



* 

(c) 

Table I. (continued) 

Constants used in calculation 

fl.o/h = 1.399677 Me/sec-gauss 
.,, 

M /m = 1836.12-.-
p· e 

gJ(Rb) = 2.002409 

gJ(Ag) - - 2. 002333 

Rb85: I = 5/2 

6:v = 3035.7324 Me 

fl. I = + 1.34821 nm 

Rb87: I = 3/2 

.6-v= 6834.6826 Me 

fl.I =+2. 7414 nm 

Ag
105 

I= 1/2 

105 
~ I = lb.v(Ag ) 
. I b.v (Ag 1 0 7) 

I= 1/2 

b.v =- 1712.56 Me 

fl-r = - 0. 11 3 0 nm 
(uncorrected) 
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The ratio of proton to electron masses is used in the conversion between Bohr magnetons and 
nuclear magnetons. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Breit-Rabi diagram for Ag 105 ~ assuming a negative nuclear moment. 

F . 2 A"'L' l t •t• . A.l05 1g. . ~· = rans1 1ons 1n g . 

Fig. 3. "Field independent" line observed in Ag 105 at low field. 
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